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The Features and Benefits of Selecting a Ritchie Compass.

When properly sized, installed and compensated a marine compass is the most important instrument on any boat. It will provide accurate, trouble-free heading references under the most adverse conditions 
without relying on electricity, radio signals or satellite communications. 
The most important criteria when selecting a compass are dial size and mounting style. Quality components aid accuracy, smooth response, stability and trouble free operation. Although the size and shape of 
Ritchie Compass models may vary, this cut-a-way engineering illustration is representative of the modern technology that makes Ritchie the World’s Best Marine Compasses.

NiteVu Night Lighting Systems
Most compass models are available with Ritchie’s exclusive NiteVu night lighting. 
Each provides the optimum illumination of the dial and lubber lines without hin-
dering important night vision. All NiteVu lighting systems come standard for12-volt 
operation. Other voltages are available on special order.   

Compass Dome
The compass dome allows the compass dial to rotate smoothly through heel, pitch and yaw motions. The 
dome also provides clear and accurate magnification of the dial. Our domes are made exclusively for Ritch-
ie using a heavy-duty, optically clear polymer. It is formulated to prevent sun crazing and will stay stable 
throughout extreme temperature ranges.

Repair ability & Warranty
All Ritchie compasses are 100% repairable and are backed by 
Ritchie’s exclusive 5-year Warranty. See “Warranty” on back 
cover for complete details.

Bezels & O-Rings
Sealing the entire compass assembly is critical to prevent fluid leakage. The Ritchie 
O-Ring is a custom blend compound that is non reactive with the dampening fluid. 
Bezels are formed from high strength plastics, aluminum or machined bronze.

Compass Bowls & Housings
Bowls and housings provide maximum protection and support 
for the internal compass components. They are made from 
brass or high-strength glass reinforced polymers.

Gimbal Systems
All Ritchie Compasses are engineered to operate normally within their environment 
without bottoming out due to the pitch and roll or heel of the boat. An internal gimbal-
ing system is most often applied to provide this important function. This illustration 
shows the bi-axes gimbal system used in many Ritchie models. This dial assembly 
is suspended by Gimbal Rings and Pans formed from ultra-light weight aluminum 
and held in place with spring loaded brass pins. A Brass Counter Balance keeps the 
entire system level.

Fluid Baffle & Roller Diaphragm
The steady performance of the Ritchie compass is enhanced 
by a baffle and roller diaphragm. Baffles reduce turbulence in 
the dampening fluid. Diaphragms allow the fluid to expand or 
contract  with changes in temperature or pressure without form-
ing bubbles. Corrector Magnets

Deviation occurs when something on board your boat such as: masses of iron, engines, electric motors, electronics with speaker 
magnets, batteries, electronic instruments, tachometers with magnets, engine controls, steering wheels and electric appliances; 
draw the compass magnets away from their attraction to the earth’s magnetic field. All Ritchie compasses that are intended for use 
on boats that could have deviation problems, have built-in compensators. These compensators are non-interactive magnets that are 
balanced and optimally spaced for accurate correction. Compensation instructions are included.

Ritchie Dials
Dial measurements are given in the apparent visual size. Models 
are available in sizes from 2” (5.08cm) to 6” (15.24cm) in diam-
eter. In many models you can select either a Traditional Flat Card 
or Direct Reading. The CombiDial, that is both flat card and direct 
reading dial in one, is also available in several Voyager, Helmsman 
and Navigator models.

Dial Readability
Ritchie Dials have been individually designed with extra large 5 degree numerals and 
easy to see degree increments. Precision spacing of increments  allows the helmsman 
to hold a steady course within one or two degrees of the intended heading. Globemaster 
dials are also available with two degree increments on special order.

PowerDamp Dial Performance
Each dial is engineered to provide the ultimate in steady, smooth 
performance and easy readability. Traditional Flat Dials are equipped 
with Ritchie’s race proven PowerDamp® system, a light weight baf-
fle that eliminates spinning and dial jumping at high speeds and in 
rough conditions. Direct Reading and CombiDial ™ dials are formed 
so that their shape also provides PowerDamp performance. Pivot and Jewel Movement

All Ritchie Compasses use a Hardened Steel Pivot and Triple Cup Sapphire Jewel 
Movement . They are microscopically matched to provide smooth dial operation and 
fast lock-on, under the most severe conditions. There are no plastic pivots or jewels in 
Ritchie Compasses.

DirectiveForce Magnets
Ritchie uses special High Gauss Magnets that are field balanced and matched to each 
compass model, dial style and size. They are attached to the underside of the dial in 
pairs matched to seek and lock-on to magnetic north. This provides superior accuracy 
and smooth, rapid response.

Protective Covers & Cleaning
When not in use you should always try to protect 
your compass from the harmful affects of UV Expo-
sure from strong sunlight and the elements. Ritchie 
has available special custom fit covers for many 
models. They have been designed to fit snugly over 
the dome and light shield. See the Specification in-
formation on each page for availability.
To keep your compass clean and looking like new 

simply remove salt spray deposits or dirt by rinsing with clean fresh water and wipe 
carefully with a clean damp cloth. NEVER use strong detergents, chemical or abra-
sive cleaners.

Balancing Compass Dials
For the ultimate in accuracy, the dials in magnetic 
compasses should be balanced to compensate for 
dip caused by the earth’s magnetic field. All Ritchie 
Compasses come standard balanced for Zone 1 (es-
sentially all of the Northern Hemisphere).
When requesting balancing for Zone 2-7, please 
indicate the zone most central to your boating area. 
Once balanced for a specific Zone, the compass will 
maintain accuracy for one Zone north or south.

The Wheelmark Symbol denotes conformance with Standard ISO 10316(E) and ISO 613:2000(E).
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The Regulations
Lalizas by Ritchie compasses come into the MED Directive 96/98 EC of the European Union, as it is amend-

ed, which refers to the obligatory marine equipment in EU vessels. They are approved under the standards ISO 
10316:1990 (Class B Magnetic Compass Test and Certification) and ISO 613:2000 (Class B Ships and Marine Tech-

nology). All the Lalizas by Ritchie compasses bear the steering wheel mark, as a relevant certification. 
Useful Terminology

Magnetic compass: A magnetic compass is a reliable guide for finding direction, which works at all times and in most places. It is the 
instrument that gives us the ability to accurately and consistently steer our boat on a desired course.
Deviation: All magnetic compasses are vulnerable to magnetic interference that will produce errors. The effect of this magnetism on 
the compass is called deviation. It is the Owner/Operator and/or Helmsman’s responsibility to make sure the compass is properly 
installed and compensated.
Compensation: It is the act of correcting deviation. Magnets (speakers, microphones etc.), ferrous metals (steel, iron, etc.) and current 
carrying devices are common causes of deviation.
Variation: It is important to understand that magnetic compasses point towards Magnetic North. There is a difference between Mag-
netic North and True North and that difference is called variation. Variation differs depending on your geographical location and can 
be determined by referring to a local chart. 
Installation
Selecting the proper location: The compass should be located in a flat and level surface (when the boat is on a level keel), close 
enough to the helmsman. Select a location that has no more than 20o deviation of any of the four cardinal points (N S E and W). Most 
compasses have a built in compensator that will correct for fixed deviation up to 20 degrees. Please note that proper compensation is 
not possible when a compass is subjected to a variable magnetic field, such as the one caused by some shipboard devices.
Mounting the compass: Great care must be taken to mount the compass so that it is aligned with the keel of the boat. An alignment 
error is a constant error on all headings caused by the compass not being pointed in the same direction as the boat. One recommen-
dation is to temporarily mount the compass using one fastener so if an alignment error is detected it is easily corrected. 
Due to variations in bulkhead and deck materials, mounting screws are not supplied. Use hardware that is not magnetic and is suitable 
for your specific installation.
There are three different installation methods depending on the mounting style of the compass. 
1. Bracket Mount: Only the bracket is permanently installed in the desired location, allowing you to remove the compass whenever 
you want 
2. Flush Mount: Using the mounting template, you should do a cut out in the location, where the compass will be permanently in-
stalled. If you cannot access the compensation rods below you need to allow for easy removal of the compass during compensation
3. Surface Mount: The compass can be permanently installed in the chosen location either with screws or with the mounting pads 
provided
Night light wiring: Lights should be wired to an appropriately fused 12-volt circuit in your electrical system. Connect the red wire 
(white on some models) to positive and black to ground. Some models have a second light assembly that should be connected to 
the same circuit. 
Compensation: A built-in correcting magnet system consists of two sets of magnets fixed to the adjusting rods with slotted ends. 
Before starting compensation make sure you have a suitable location. You can compensate your compass either by just selecting a 
course on your chart and following certain instructions (preferred way) or with the use of GPS or Loran. 
In case you have a steel boat or you have difficulty in compensating the compass, professionals Compass Adjusters could be a 
great help. 
Maintenance / Service 
Maintenance: Strong sunlight may decrease the life of your compass. Therefore, you must protect it from the sun with the special 
protective covers or with a lightly coloured cloth when you are not using your boat. In order to keep the compass clean, simply remove 
salt spray deposits or dirt by rinsing with clean fresh water and wipe carefully with a clean damp cloth. Never use strong detergents, 
chemical or abrasive cleaners.
Service: LALIZAS by Ritchie compasses are designed to give many years of accurate heading information. However, in case you 
notice a bubble, cracks or the dome turning white, it is recommended that you have it serviced.
Warranty 
All LALIZAS by Ritchie compasses have a five-year guarantee. If within three years of purchase date, a compass fails to give satisfac-
tory service, it will be repaired or replaced without charge. This warranty does not cover breakage through accident or misuse. 
Note: For more specific instructions concerning installation and compensation, check your compass’ manual.

Compass Sport X-21 Bulkhead Mount
It is the ideal compass for a refined and discreet look of the boat’s 
bulkhead. Its high quality construction enables it to operate even if 
the boat has a 30o angle of heel.

Code...................    31359            31360                31361
Description.......... Sport Χ-21     Sport Χ-21        Sport Χ-21
Card Colour.........    White             Black                 Blue
Cover Colour.......    White             Black                 Black

Specifications
Boat Style / Size  Power / Up to 16 Feet (4,88m)
Dial Size / Design  2” (5,08cm) / Direct Read
Night Lighting  12-Volt Green
Viewing   Adjustable to 30o 
Mounting Hole  2 1/16” (5,50cm)
Warranty   5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.  5oz. (142gr)

COMPASSES FOR POWERBOATS
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Compasses Sport X-10-M
Mount it on your deck. Mount it on your windshield. Mount it on your dash. Here’s a 
compass that’s just the right size for small boats or sport vehicles.

The fully adjustable and reversible 
Bracket allows a mounting range of over 
3000 from over head, through angled and 
vertical mounts to horizontal surfaces. 
These mounting position options and 
your choice of mounting hardware per-
mits mounting from windshield or sup-
porting frame structures, to slanted dash 
boards and consoles to almost any flat, 
angled or vertical surface.

Code...............     31200                 31201                  31202
Description......Sport X-10-M     Sport X-10B-M     Sport X-10W-M
Colour.............     Grey                    Black                    White

Specifications
Boat Style/Size            Power/Up to 16 Feet (4.88m)
Dial Size/Design           2” (5.08cm)/Direct Read
Night Lighting              12-Volt Green
Compensators             Built-in
Warranty                      5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.   5 oz. (142g)
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Compasses Trek-35
The smallest of the flush mounts is big  on performance.

Code.............   31230              31231              31232
Description.... Trek - 35        Trek - 35W        Trek - 35G
Colour...........    Black               White                Grey

Specifications
Boat Style/Size            Power/Up to 20 Feet (6.10m)
Dial Size/Design          2 1/4” (5.72cm)/Direct Read
Night Lighting              12-Volt Green
Compensators             Built-in
Mounting Hole             3” (7.62cm)/Direct Read
Warranty                     5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.   9 oz. (256g)

Compasses Trek-33
The surface mounted Trek is perfect for permanent mounting on small decks, dashes or consoles.

Code...............31220           31221              31222
Description....Trek - 33     Trek - 33W        Trek - 33G
Colour............  Black            White               Grey

Specifications
Boat Style/Size            Power/Up to 20 Feet (6.10m)
Dial Size/Design          2 1/4” (5.72cm)/Direct Read
Night Lighting              12-Volt Green
Compensators             Built-in
Warranty                      5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.   9 oz. (256g)

COMPASSES FOR POWERBOATS
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Compasses Trek-31
Versatile bracket mounting and three colour selections make these Treks the ideal choice for your 
boat and sporting vehicles.

Specifications
Boat Style/Size             Power/Up to 20 Feet (6.10m)
Dial Size/Design           2 1/4” (5.72cm)/Direct Read
Night Lighting              12-Volt Green
Compensators             Built-in
Warranty                      5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.   9 oz. (256g)

Code...........    31210              31211                31212
Description..  Trek - 31        Trek - 31W        Trek - 31G
Colour..........    Black               White                 Grey

The fully adjustable and reversible Bracket allows a 
mounting range of over 3000 from over head, through 
angled and vertical mounts to horizontal surfaces. 
These mounting position options and your choice of 
mounting hardware permits mounting from windshield or 
supporting frame structures, to slanted dash boards and 
consoles to almost any flat, angled or vertical surface.

Compasses Voyager S-87
Here’s the low-profile look and the 
stability or permanent mounting.

Specifications    
Boat Style/Size           Power/Up to 28 Feet (8.54m)   
Dial Size/Design         3” (7.62cm)/Flat Card or Direct Read  
Night Lighting             12-Volt Green                                      
Compensators            Built-in                                               
Warranty                     5-Year                                                
Approx. Shipping Wt.  1 lb. 3 oz. (539g)                              

Code..........         31260                   31261            
Description......Voyager S-87   Voyager S-87W     
Colour.............     Black                   White

The Wheelmark Symbol 
denotes conformance 
with Standard ISO 10316(E) 
and ISO 613:2000(E).
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Compasses Explorer B-51
Ritchie accuracy and mounting versatility are the perfect combination with Explorer Bracket 
Mount Compasses.

Specifications:
Boat Style/Size            Power/Up to 24 Feet (7.32m)
Dial Size/Design          2 3/4” (6.99cm)/Direct Read
Night Lighting              12-Volt Green
Compensators             Built-in
Warranty                     5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.  1 lb. (454g)

Code...............      31240                  31241                  31242
Description...... Explorer B-51    Explorer B-51W    Explorer B-51G
Colour.............       Black                   White                    Grey

The Wheelmark Symbol denotes conformance with Standard ISO 10316(E) 
and ISO 613:2000(E).

Compasses Explorer S-53
The Explorer Surface Mount compasses combine size and accuracy with a push button system for easy-on 
mounting, easy-off storage and security.

Specifications:
Boat Style/Size             Power/Up to 24 Feet (7.32m)
Dial Size/Design           2 3/4” (6.99cm)/Direct Read
Night Lighting              12-Volt Green
Compensators             Built-in
Warranty                      5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.   1 lb. (454g)

Code..............      31250               31251                  31252
Description.....Explorer S-53    Explorer S-53W    Explorer S-53G
Colour............       Black                White                    Grey

The Wheelmark Symbol denotes conformance with Standard ISO 10316(E) 
and ISO 613:2000(E).

COMPASSES FOR POWERBOATS
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31362 

31363

31364

Multifunction Digital Compass 
(incl. Watch, stop watch, thermometer) 
This multifunction digital compass will be your companion at sea. It features four functions, 
compass, thermometer, watch and stopwatch. All functions are displayed on an LCD screen 
with EL backlight. The ‘SeaNav’ multifunction digital compass is very easy to use and you 
can always carry it with you, using the strap included.

  Compass
· Accuracy +/-3o, 
· 360o Differential Rate 1o. 
· Eight directions pointer 
  (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, N)
  Thermometer
· Range from -5oC to 55oC
  Watch
· Time Format: 24 hour
  Stopwatch
· Max: 1 hour

Code......... 31369
Colour..........Black

Compass Explorer V-537 Bulkhead Mount
Just another small wonder for your sailboat. Designed and constructed especially for sailboats up to 7m. 

Specifications
Boat Style / Size  Sail / Up to 24 Feet (7.32m)
Dial Size / Design  2 3/4” (6.99cm) / Direct Read
Night Lighting  12-Volt 
Compensators Built-in 
Mounting Hole  3” (7,62cm)
Warranty   5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.  1lb. (454gr)

Code...............   31362           31363             31364
Description.....  V-537W          V-537            V-537B
Colour.............   White             Black              Blue

Compass Helmsman HV-76 Bulkhead Mount
Its high quality construction and simple but elegant design will make it ideal for your boat. Manufactured for sailboats 
with length from approximately 7,60 to 10,7 metres. 

Specifications
Boat Style / Size  Sail / 25 to 35 Feet (7,63m to 10,68m)
Dial Size / Design  3 3/4” (9,35cm) / Flat Card
Night Lighting  12-Volt Green
Compensators Built-in 
Mounting Hole  5” (12,70cm)
Warranty   5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.  2lb. (907gr)

Code......... 31365
Colour........ Black

The Wheelmark Symbol denotes conformance with Standard 
ISO 10316(E) and ISO 613:2000(E).
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Hand bearing compass, 
non-magnetic alloy
- Compass rose with 360° scale
- North Line with north arrow
- Rotary dial with 360° scale
- Sighting window with sighting line
- Bubble Level
- Base table
- Stand thread
- Inch Scale  
- Cm Scale
- Lens prism
- Lid
- Housing

Code.......99984
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The Wheelmark Symbol denotes conformance with 
Standard ISO 10316(E) and ISO 613:2000(E).

Compass Navigator BN-202 Bulkhead Mount
For those adventurous sailors, who seek perfection in every item and device on their boat, the 
Navigator BN-202 is ideal. Rugged construction, dynamic design, built-in clinometre and easy 
to read card are just a few of the features that this compass is equipped with. 

Specifications
Boat Style / Size  Sail / 28 to 45 Feet (9,15m to 13,73m)
Dial Size / Design  4 1/2” (11,43cm) / CombiDial
Night Lighting  12-Volt Green
Compensators Built-in 
Mounting Hole  5 3/4” (14,61cm)
Warranty   5-Year
Approx. Shipping Wt.  2lb. 5oz. (1,05kg)

Code...................... 31366
Card Colour............Red
Cover Colour......... Black
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Compass Venture SR-2 Bulkhead Mount 
Designed for sailboats from 4.90 to 10.70 meters. 
Supplied with Clinometer (ΙNC- 45)
Code......................31199
Card Colour............Blue
Cover Colour......... Black
Specifications 
Boat Style / Size Sail / 16 to 36 Feet (4.88m to10.68m)
Dial size   3 3/4” (9.35cm)  
Design  CombiDial
Night Lighting  12-Volt Green LED
Mounting Hole 4 5/8” – 4 13/16” (118 -122mm)
Warranty   5 years


